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Terminology
Smart Technology, 

Artificial Intelligence, 
Automation,
Robotics, and 
Algorithms  
(STAARA)



<< Driverless Cars, Trucks, and 
Things… >>

















<< So, driverless cars are a 
deal breaker and it’s a done-
deal, right? Right!?… >>



<< 10 million Truck driver and 
transportation jobs at risk in the 

US alone… >>





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJNPn-3WXw4





Total registered NZ passenger cars 
and vans (3.2million) by age
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What does this all mean?
• It is not going to happen - it IS
happening!
• STAARA is all around us.
• It will continue to grow.
•But ‘where too from here?’



Warning! Danger! Will Robinson…



Danger! Danger!…
• Top scientists and business people are warning of 

mass unemployment due to STAARA!



<< Will a Robot 
Take My Job? >>





‘Futurists’ suggest that by 2025…

of all jobs might be done by STAARA

1/3



The Economist warns that by this year…

of all new US jobs will be taken by 
STAARA

50%



Career experts suggest that today’s 
starting employees will have…

17 jobs in 
5 industries



A study of occupations and job types 
suggest that…

of all jobs are ‘High Risk’ [ie might be 
done by STAARA]

47%



‘Fake news’ suggests ANY job could be 
done by a robot!



The STAARA Risk varies by country…

Developing countries are highly susceptible!







Who has a mobile 
phone?!



Foxxcon





Will a Robot Take My Job?!
“The Foxconn factory has reduced its employee 
strength from 110,000 to 50,000, thanks to the 
introduction of robots. It has tasted success in 
reduction of labour costs,” (Dept. Head Xu Yulian).
Since September 2014, more than 500 companies in 
the Chinese province of Dongguan have spent a total 
of $630M on robot and AI technology to replace 
human workers.



Will a Robot Take My Job?!
Dude – they already are!!!



Yes at Foxxcon Your Job’s Going!

Note the business implications of this: The 
latest smart phones (Galaxy 8 and iPhone 8 –
due out shortly) have NOT dropped in price! 
This is about profit via STAARA. What happens 
when there are no paid human’s to buy an 
iPhone 13? Unlucky for some/all…?



However, before we all start 
screaming…



Deep breath! A lot of the futuristic 
47% of jobs is simply ‘best guess’. 

So, we wanted to know what people 
(kiwis) thought…



Lets find out what NZ workers 
think!

• 505 New Zealand employees, working 20 
hours/week min. 52% female, 67% 
married, education (23% high school & 
33% uni degree), 72% private sector, 
43% small firms (<50) & 22% large-
sized firms (1000+), aged 19-75 
(average 34 years)



Think STAARA will take ya job?
STAARA items Strongly

Disagree
Disagree Neither Agree Strongly

Agree

My job could be replaced by 
STAARA.

36% 31% 17% 13% 3%

I am worried that what I do now in 
my job will be able to be replaced 
by STAARA.

36% 39% 15% 8% 2%

I am worried about the future of 
my organisation due to STAARA 
replacing employees.

32% 40% 14% 12% 2%

I am worried about the future of 
the industry I work in due to 
STAARA replacing employees.

32% 39% 12% 14% 3%



Think STAARA will take ya job?
• Overall, STAARA job insecurity measure (all 

4 items, 1-5 scale), Mean=2.1. Low right!? 
M=1.7 (2015 data). Oz M=2.2, US M=2.7!

• 23%=no fear! Total of 85% of sample think 
there is little to moderate levels (M=1.0 to 
3.0) regarding fear from STAARA. 



So, is STAARA a problem?
• Further analysis showed STAARA job 

insecurity was negatively linked to: job 
satisfaction, org. commitment, and career 
satisfaction. Also, positively related to 
turnover intentions, job burnout, and anxiety 
and depression. This reaffirms our earlier work 
that STAARA job insecurity is detrimental



So, what links with STAARA?
• Analysis showed HRM support and global 

perceptions of org. support were negatively 
linked toSTAARA job insecurity ().

• Complex jobs were negatively linked to 
STAARA job insecurity while job repetition was 
positive (replicating 2016 NZ data).

• So, your type of job and organization can help!



STAARA awareness
These all link positively with STAARA job insecurity % Yes
I talk about the potential of STAARA in my workplace with my 
coworkers

20%

I talk about the potential of STAARA in my workplace with my 
friends and family

26%

I have actively researched how STAARA may affect my 
current job

13%

I have actively researched how STAARA may affect my 
current industry

18%

I am looking into new training opportunities 44%
I keep my career opportunities to the forefront 48%



STAARA interpretation?

Blissfully blind? No, more 
quietly cautious…



2nd Final thought…
• Other analysis we have done has found that 

people aren’t always the best at guessing their 
own potential STAARA demise! For example,  
Bartenders v. CEOs…

• Don’t panic! Keep calm. Research. Keep your 
eyes open. Maybe buy human made!? 



What holds the future?





My Final Thought is…




